97/1/40
Personal Members
Papers
Sanford Berman Papers, 1933, 1942-1943, 1950-1953, 1959-

Box 1:

AASL Conference; "Subject Headings as a Means of Access", 1986
"ABC's of Subject Headings...", New York Library Association Workshop, May 1, 1981
ABC-CLIO Information Services, 1985-87
Abidi, S.A.H., Makerere University, 1973, 1987
"Access to Alternatives: New Approaches in Cataloging", 1979-81

Africa by Fideler, 1981
Africa Report: Reviews, 1962-63
African Books in Print/ African Book Publishing Record (Hans Zell/ Abel), 1972-76 (See Box 14)
"African Liberation Movements...", 1972-73
(See Box 14)
Cataloging Subcommittee (Widenmann/Nyquist), 1974-81

ALA
Annual Conference, 1973
Annual Conference, 1974
Midwinter Meeting, 1974
Midwinter Meeting, 1975
Conference Correspondence, Notes and Reports, 1973-86
1987-89
1990-92
Equality/ Sessions Awards, 1989-90
/RTSD, Catalog Code Revision Committee, 1974-76, 1986-89, 1993
/RTSD/CCS, Subject Analysis Committee, Program, 1979

Alabama Library Association Preconference, April 11, 1989
Alternative Acquisitions Project, 1978-80, 1983
Alternative Library Literature: 1982-83, 1982-83

Box 2:

(2 folders), 1988-92
"Alternative Library Literature" (LJ), 1977-78
Alternative Materials in Libraries, 1979-81
Alternative Papers (Temple University Press), 1980-83
Alternative Press Annual, 1982-87
Alternative Press Centre/ Alternative Press Index (Kathy Martin), 1973-89
"And Their Friends Ought to Be Us,"(Black Bart Brigade), 1972-73
Arizona "Advanced Cataloging Workshop", March 8-9, 1977
Arizona State Library Association Conference, 1984
Army Library Institute, 1980
Assistant Librarian: Letters, 1970
A/V Communications Association of Minnesota/ Minnesota Association of School Librarians,
Joint Meeting, St. Paul, October 17, 1975
Barnhardt Dictionary of New English, 1978-82
Black Americana for African Libraries, 1969
Book Reviews, 1971-74

Box 3:

Booklegger Press/ Booklegger Magazine (Celeste West/ Sue Critchfield), 1972-84
Booklist: "Children's Books from Africa", 1977
Boston SLA Program, 1987
"Brief Aus Sambia," 1969
Burke, John Gordon/ Access, 1974-75, 1978
Buy This Book (Wagner), 1982
Caccavo, James (documentary on gerontology), 1974-75
CALL (Current Awareness Library Literature)/James Goldstein, 1973-74, 1977
Canadian Library Journal: Letters, 1986
Case, Pat/Temple University Library Contemporary Culture Collection, 1982-84
"Catalog of Horrors," 1976-77
"Cataloging Alternative Media" (Collectors' Network News), 1977
"Cataloging Castaneda," 1978-83
"Cataloging Mystique--and Automation," 1977-80
"Cataloging Philosophy," 1974
"Cataloging Shtick," 1977
Cataloging Special Materials: Critiques and Innovations, 1984-87
Catholic Library World/Bob Hauptman, 1986-87
Censorship Conference, Minneapolis, January 1983, 1982-83
Central America Resource Center, 1983-90
Cheda, Sherrill/Phyllis Yafte/Emergency Librarian, 1973-77, 1980
Chicago Association of Law Libraries, 1990
Childers, Martha (library student), 1980
Children's Press, Inc. (Chicago), 1974
Cochrane, Pauline, 1983-86
Cohen, David (director, Ethnic Materials Information Exchange, CUNY) 1979, 1983-85
Collection Building "Alternatives Column": 1, 1983-87
Conlon, Anne (Library Student), 1974
Connecticut Library Association Conference, 1985

Box 4:

"Consumer Beware!" (5 folders) 1981-89
Cook, Ronald Wayne/Black Rap, 1970-72
Cooke, Julia J. (University of California School of LIS), 1979
Cornag, Martha and Tim Pepper (Libraries, Erotica, and Pornography) (3 folders) 1981-90
Correspondence
   General (5 folders) 1973-86
   Hennepin County Library (HCL) subject headings, literature exchange, awards,
   talks, letters of reference, and mailing controversy

Box 5:

General (16 folders), 1986-93
   HCL subject headings, literature exchange, LIS students, social causes, thank-you
   letters, reviews, and letters of reference (12 folders)
   Life Tapestry Press, Equality Award, Library Letterhead, 1989-90
   MLA, Mailing Expenses, and South Africa, 1989-90
   with Politicians (2 folders) 1988-92
COSMEP (Committee of Small Magazine Editors and Publishers), 1984-85, 1989-90
Council on Interracial Books for Children (Chambers/Charnes) (4 folders), 1969-86
Crawford, John/ West End Press, 1984-87
Crooks, Joyce M. (California Library Association), 1972-73
Dale, Doris Cruger (Southern Illinois University), 1972, 1974
Danky, James P. (State Historical Society of Wisconsin) (3 folders), 1977-88, 1992

Box 6:

"DDC 20: The Seam Continues," 1988-89
Dissident Literature, 1969-70
"Do-It-Yourself Subject Cataloging: Sources and Tools," 1981-82
Donaldson, James W. (Glorieta School, Carlton, WA), 1981
"Don't Look for Oil in the Catalog," 1991
"Don't Look in the Catalog" (CIBC Bulletin) 1976, 1982
Edgar, Neal (Kent State University Libraries), 1979, 1982-83
Education Exploration Center, 1978, 1980
English, Jeanne (Black Caucus Librarian, Evanston, IL), 1971
Feminist History Research Project, 1973
Feminist Press, 1973-75
First Mayday (Soil of Liberty Press), Voltairne De Cleyre, 1982
Friends of Micronesia, 1974
Gaines, Kay (librarian, Port Jervis, NY), 1982-83
Gale Research Co., 1977, 1979-80
Gaylord Professional Publications/Virginia H. Mathews, 1977
Geneva-Africa/Elinor H. Wadlow, 1973
"Give Peace a Chance': Subject Access to Material on Nukes, Militarism, and War," 1983-86
Governor's Pre-White House Conference on LIS, September, 1978
Great Midwestern Bookshow, 1983-86
Greene, Rich (Whole Earth Store, Evanston, IL; LIS candidate), 1974
"Gypsy" Subject Heading Controversy, Romani-Jewish Alliance, 1985-92
Haworth Press/Bill Cohen/Peter Gellatly/TSQ, 1980-88, 1992-93
Hays, Carl/SRRT Men's Issues Task Force, 1982-84
HCL Cataloging Bulletin, Correspondence and Reviews (3 folders) 1973-82

Box 7:

Hennepin County Library
Cataloging Section, Monthly and Bimonthly Reports, 1979-81
Correspondence, Performance Reports, and Memoranda, 1973-90
Subject Cataloging, Correspondence and Memoranda, 1989-92
Subject Headings, Memoranda, 1992-93
Herstory Indexing Task Force (Jean Barnet/Ann Pettingill), 1973-76
"Hey Consumer!", 1977
Heyl, Tony (International Library Development), 1973
Hill, John F. (U.S. Army Library), 1976-77
Hills, Gordon H. (Native American librarianship; Montana State Prison Library), 1972-75, 1982-87
Holtzman, Irwin T. (Jewish literature), 1978-80
Honeywell Project Award, 1988-89
Horn, Steven A. (Guelph, Ontario), 1974
Horn, Zoia, 1987, 1990-91
Humanist/AHA/Humanist Association of Minneapolis and St. Paul, 1985-88
"If There Were a Sex Index...", 1979-83
Illinois Library Association Conference, April, 1989
"In the Beginning: The Creationist Agenda," 1984-88
Indiana Library Association, Technical Services Division Conference, October 22, 1982
"Information Access," Presentation, 1984
"Inside Censorship" (Wisconsin Library Bulletin), 1978-82, 1988
Institute of Race Relations, 1972-74 (See Box 14)
International Jewish Peace Union (IJPU) / Israel and Palestine, 1984, 1988
Iowa Conference on Multicultural, Nonsexist Approaches to School Library Media Services, Iowa City, March 1-2, 1982
Iowa Educational Media Association Conference, 1983
Iowa Library Association/ Tollefson, Allan M., 1977
1988 Conference, 1988
Israeli Censorship, 1990-93
Jewish Librarians Caucus (Renee Feinberg / Cookie Lewis-Soldinger), 1974-87

Box 8:
"The 'Jewish Question' in Subject Cataloging" (AJL, June 18, 1979), 1976, 1979-85
Jordan, Robert T. (Professor of Media, Information and Learning Systems, Federal City College, Washington, D.C.; editor, Africa Bibliographic Center Newsletter), 1974-75
Josey, E.J., 1971-92
The Joy of Cataloging
Edited Manuscript, 1980
Page Proofs, 1980
Permissions, Reviews, Correspondence, Contract, Royalties, 1979-87
Kagan, Bill (African Studies Librarian), 1983
Kanwischer, Dorothy (University of the Pacific Library), 1973-75
Katz, Bill, General Correspondence, 1972-89
Magazines "Column", 1968-73, 1977-86
Magazines for Libraries, 1972-74
Kent State Library School, 1989, 1993
Kentucky Library Association, 1990
Kernan, Lisa (Information Center), 1980
"Kids' Stuff," 1977-78
"LCSH: An Exchange Between Mary Kay Pietris and Sandy Berman", 1979-80
Leslie, Omolara (Northwestern University; Woman in Africa), 1973
"Let it All Hang Out: A Think-piece for Luddite Librarians," 1971-72
Levy, Robert M. (Inmate-librarian, Lewisburg Federal Penitentiary), 1976-77
Leyendas Y Mitos de Guinea (Review), 1960
Liberation Struggle in Southern Africa: A Bibliography (Review), 1973
Librarians for Nuclear Arms Control, 1983-90

Box 9:

"Libraries to the People," 1971-73
Library Administrator's Digest, 1980-86, 1990
Library Cataloging Curriculum, USA (Review), 1976-77
Library Journal, 1974
Library of Congress, Correspondence (3 folders) 1973-93
Likins, John R. (Haverhill, Mass. Public Library), 1976-88
"Living Amid Closed Catalogs," 1978-79
"The Local Library and the Small Press" (Small Press Review), 1981
Loft Panel: Writing About the Third World, 1988
Mailing Controversy at HCL, 1989-90
Makerere Institute of Social Research (MISR) Library, 1971-73 (See Box 14)
Makerere University, 1972, 1981, 1985 (See Box 14)
Maledicta, 1980-87
MALL (Minnesota Association of Law Libraries) Conference, 1993
Margaret Mann Citation, 1980-82
Marshall, Joan/ On Equal Terms, 1971-80, 1986
Massillon Public Library, 1989
McCarthy, Cavan (Librarianship in Developing Countries), 1972-77
McKenney, Mary ("Where It's At, Revisited," St. Mary's College, MD; Carleton
College Radical Research Center), 1970-72 (See Box 14)
Media Report to Women, Donna Allen, 1975
Media Alliance, 1983
Mediamobiles: Views from the Road (Index), 1979-81
Medical Library Association Midwest Chapter Conferences, 1987, 1990
Michel, Dee (SRRT Gay and Lesbian Task Force), 1984-87
Mid-Continent Forum for the Future of Literature, 1981-82
Minnesota Association for Continuing Adult Education (MACAE), 1990

Box 10:

Minnesota Library Association and MSSRT and WSSRT (2 folders) 1987-93
Minnesota Literature Newsletter, 1983-84
Minnesota Press Club, 1986-88
Minnesota Reviews (2 folders) 1983-90
Minnesota University. Women's Center, 1973-74, 1976
Moran, Michael (International Librarianship), 1972
Morrell, Pearl (Librarian, McFeely Library, George School, Newtown, PA), 1972-73
Morrissett, Elizabeth/ SRRT Peace Information Task Force, 1982-86
Murdock, Paul R. (Head Cataloger, Jefferson County Public Library, Wheat Ridge, CO), 1982-83, 1987-93
Music Library Association, 1988
Nature and Future of the Catalog (Oryx Press), 1977-81
Neal-Schuman Publishers, 1977-86
New Dimensions for Academic Library Service (index), 1974-75
New Jersey Library Association, Spring Program, 1988
New Jewish Agenda, 1982-89
New Pages Press/Casey Hill, 1980-81
New Pages/Guide to Alternative Periodicals, 1980-91
New Periodicals Index/Mediaworks Ltd., 1977-80
Northern California Technical Processes Group, Workshop, 1986-87
Northern Illinois University Colloquium, 1990
"Not Funny Any More" (LC subject headings), 1987-89
Oryx Press, 1980-81

Box 11:

Oryx Press (3 folders) 1981-87
Otim, John (assistant librarian, Makerere University Library, Uganda), 1973
Owens, Mary J. (librarian, Duluth, Minnesota), 1973-75
Palinet Subject Cataloging Workshop, 1989-90
Paolella, Edward (English professor, Brooklyn College; gay and lesbian bibliography), 1981-87
Peattie, Noel (editor, Sipapu), 1972-92
Pendergrast, Mark (Trinity College, Burlington, VT), 1988-90
Petrowski, Carol (Santa Monica, CA), 1972, 1981
Photographs, Germany
Photographs, Spain, 1957
"Politics of Cataloging" (National Librarians Association Annual Meeting), 1990

Correspondence concerning Berman's letter to the editor of Library Journal about bias in LC subject headings, the subsequent invitation by Richard Gray, Senior Editor, ALA Publishing Services, to publish a comprehensive study by Berman of ethnic and other prejudice manifested in LC subject headings, the dissolution of the contract over editorial disagreement between ALA and Berman and correspondence with Eric Moon and Albert Daub of Scarecrow Press concerning corrections, publication, review copies, book announcements and reviews of Prejudices and Antipathies: A Tract on the LC Subject Heads Concerning People (Scarecrow Press, 1971). The file includes book reviews, announcements, citations in articles, letters of congratulation, the draft manuscript of "Prejudices and Antipathies: A Supplement" and correspondence with Library Journal, RQ, Wilson Library Bulletin and the Unabashed Librarian concerning possible publication.

Prejudices and Antipathies: A Supplement, 1972-73 (See Box 14)
Preliminary Bibliography on Women in Africa (UCLA Dept. of History/ Jocelyn Murray), 1974
Priebe, Betty (Waukesha, WI), 1976
Project Censored/Carl Jensen, 1983-92
Project MEDIA (National Indian Education Association/L. Wittstock/J. Wolthausen), 1974-77
Protocols of Zion, 1991-92
Public Library Association Conference
  Cataloging Petition Campaign, 1988-89
  National Conference, Baltimore (1983), 1982-86
"The Public Library Catalog User," 1977
Public Library Quarterly: "Letters to the Editor", 1980
Radical Africana, 1973-74
Re-Reading America Conference, 1988
The Reference Librarian (Bill Katz), 1980-86
"Reference, Readers and Fiction: New Approaches" (Reference Librarian), 1982,
Rhode Island Library Association, Fall Conference, 1976
"Right Here in River City: ALA, Censorship, and Alternatives," 1977

Box 12:

The River Bend Casebook/Shuman, Bruce (3 folders) 1980-84
River Bend in Transition: "Preface", 1987
St. John's University, 1991 (photos)
St. Kate's Information Management Program (McInerney/Brenner), 1984-89
Saskatchewan Library Association, 1992
Scott, Randall (comics librarianship; nomination for Bowker/Ulrich's Serials Librarianship
Award), 1988-90
Sibley, Beth (Peace Corps librarian, Nairobi, Kenya), 1974
Sive, Mary R. (PRECIS film indexing), 1973-74, 1980
Smith, Paul M. (Department of Afro-American Studies, University of Cincinnati), 1973-75
SourceNet (Tim Ryan), 1983-84
South Carolina Library Association Conference, 1988
Southern Africa Resource Center (SARC), 1989-91
Spanish Guinea, 1963-64, 1973-75
The Speaker (ALA Film), 1977-78 (See Box 14)
SRRT, Correspondence, 1969-75 (See Box 14)
General Correspondence and Newsletters, 1975-91
Steere, Paul (army librarian; minority subject headings), 1973-74
Steinhardt, Edward (African and Afro-American Research Institute, University of Texas, Austin),
1972-73
Steig-Atkinson Study: "Library Online Information Systems Study" (University of Alabama),
1972-73, 1986
Subject Access Workshop, Washington, D.C., October 18-20, 1978
Subject Analysis Committee (ALA/RTSD) (2 folders) 1974-90
Subject Cataloging: Critiques and Innovations (Haworth Press), 1983-88

Box 13:
"Subject Cataloging: The Pain and the Promise," DCLA, April 24, 1979, University of Maryland
(June, 25, 1982) 1982-83
Synergy, 1973
Talkin' Union/ Saul Schniderman, 1986-89
Tepper, Kristen Ban (student, Kent State Library School, 1985-86
"Terrible Truth About Teen Lit...", 1985-87
Territories Espagnols D'Afrique (Review), 1963
Thomas, Alan R. (School of Librarianship, Ealing Technical College, London), 1976-77
Thomas, Irv/Black Bart, 1980
Treister, Cyril (librarian, Kenya, Mauritas, and Los Angeles, 1973-81
Trembour, Mary L. (Boulder CO; USIA research), 1972
Tsang, Daniel (gay librarianship), 1980-85
Ufahamu/Teshome Gabriel/Bob Edgar/Edward Okwu (African Activist Association; UCLA), 1972-73
"Uganda: Speak in Whispers, If at All," 1972-77
University of Pittsburgh Library School/ University of Wisconsin-Madison Library School, 1987-90
UNREAL! (correspondence, drafts and reviews) (2 folders) 1978, 1990-93
Upper Mississippi Media Conference: Censorship Mini-Session, May 3, 1974
U.S. Information Service (McGinley/ Logan/ ALA-IFC), 1969-70
Utah Library Association Conference, 1988-89
Utne Reader, 1984-90
Vandenburgh, Anne (Africana librarianship), 1980-81
Vari, Peter, (paraprofessional, Rochester MN Public Library) 1980-81
Washington Library Association Conference, 1989
Weinberg, Bella Hass (Jewish librarianship; LIS, St. John's University, NY), 1977-84
Wellisch, Hans H. (LIS, University of Maryland), 1982-84
"What's Wrong with Cataloging?" (WCL/Temple/Columbia), 1979-81

Box 14

Wheeler, Helen Rippier (Womanhood Media; UC-Berkeley; LA State University), 1973-88
"Where Have All the Moonies Gone?"(Reference Librarian)/ "Where It's At" (LJ), 1968-69, 1982-84
White, Jacqueline (MN Monthly), 1986
Wisconsin Association of Academic Librarians (WAAL), 1992
Wolf, Steve (gay librarianship, Jewish librarianship), 1974-79
Women, Education and Employment, 1980-82
Women's History Research Center/Helen Dutton, 1972-76, 1981
Worth Noting, 1986-88

Oversized Folders:

African Books In Print/African Book Publishing Record (Hans Zell/Abel), 1972-76
Institute of Race Relations, 1972-74
Makerere University, 1972, 1981, 1985
Makerere Institute of Social Research (MISR) Library, 1971-73
McKenney, Mary ("Where It's At, Revisited," St. Mary's College, MD; Carleton College Radical Research Center), 1970-72
Prejudices and Antipathies: A Supplement, 1972-73
The Speaker (ALA Film), 1977-78
SRRT Correspondence, 1969-75

Box 15:

ALA Resolutions: Israeli Censorship and Egyptian Censorship, including David Williams Controversy, 1992-94
Alternatives in Print Task Force (2 folders), 1977-94
Annual Program Presentation, 1993
Bienen, Leigh, University of Ibadan, Nigeria, 1972
Bigman, L., Student, Howard University, 1972.
Black Unity and Freedom Party, Lester Lewis (London), 1971-72
Blake, Fay and Mort Newman, Berkeley, 1972-92
Bottomley, Richard, University of Zambia, 1970-72
Botzman, Harvey, Student, University of Rochester, 1972
Boy Scouts of Advisory Committee, 1992-94
Bunnell, Chester, State University of New York, Plattsburgh, 1973-74
Carey McWilliams Award, 1994
Cargill (Mpls. Manufacturer)/ALA Partnership for Literacy, 1993-94
Collection Building, "Alternatives" Column, (2 folders), 1987-94
"DDC 19: An Indictment," 1980-84
General Correspondence, 1993-94
1994
HCL: Controversial Cartoon Posting, 1994
Internal Delivery Systems, 1985
HCLCB: Authority Fiche Mailings, 1993
" 1. Libraries --Forecasts. 2. Elitism in Librarianship." 1979-80

Box 16:

Maggio, Rosalie (The Non-Sexist Word Finder), 1986-94
National Writers Union, 1985-92
Personal Documents: Birth Certificate, Military Papers, Employment Papers, Passports,
   Transcripts, 1933, 1953, 1959-73, 1980
Progressive Librarians Guild, 1990-94
Shore, Elliott, Temple University Library, 1979-91
SRRT Action Committee: Correspondence, Reports, & Resolutions, 1992-94
1993
Voice of Youth Advocates, 1983-86
Voices from the Underground (Wachsberger & Grant), 1991-93
Wagner, Sally/Wagner a Women's Movement (W.A.A.M.), 1983-88, 1993
ALA, Eubanks Memorial Award, Equality Award, 1993-94
Alternative Library Literature, 1992/1993, Correspondence and Working Papers
Alternative and small presses, articles and reviews, 1981, 1984, 1988

Box 17:

Arab interrogation during the Persian Gulf War, SRRT resolution and background materials, 1988-91
"Bibliocide by Cataloging," videotape of the Atheists Talk t.v. series (VHS; 29 min.), "Cataloging Castaneda" (The Don Juan Papers: Further Castaneda Controversies), 1980
Cataloging Consumers Network, press releases, 1988-93
Columbus Quincentennial, Correspondence and memorabilia (2 folders), 1990-92, 1991-93
"DDC 19: An Indictment" (LJ), March 1980
"DDC 20: The Scam Continues" (LJ), September 1989
"A Dialogue on the Subject Catalogue" (J.M. Perreault's review essay on The Joy of Cataloging and Berman's response), November 1983
Dodge, Chris and DeSirey, Jan / Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Sandy Berman but were Afraid to Ask, 1995
"Everyday Heroes," videotape of t.v. program for Paragon Cable (VHS, 20:30 minutes), April 1995
"Freedom to Read," videotape of t.v. program for the series "The Voice of Reason" (VHS), 1995
General Correspondence (2 folders), 1994-95
Hennepin County Library
Calendar of Events, May - August 1995
Cataloging Section, Monthly and Bimonthly Reports, 1990-94
Subject Cataloging, Correspondence, memoranda, and articles (2 folders), 1973, 1975-81, 1986-88, 1990-92
1984, 1991-94
ILA, Note from Al Kagan (with photo), July 2, 1995
Immroth, Memorial Award, Christopher Merret's Nomination, 1989-91
"Inside Censorship" (North County Anvil), 1982
" 'In the Beginning': The Creationist Agenda" (LJ), October 1985
Israeli / Palestinian Issues (including Israeli Censorship Campaign), 1991
Reviews, 1981
Box 18
Kamins, Jeanine, Correspondence, drawings, memorabilia, 1986-94
Lansing, Jane / "The Power of Cataloging" (Equal Time -- Special Supplement), June 1988
"Lakota" and "Ojibwe" versus "Sioux" and "Chippewa" as terms of reference, 1994
"1. Libraries -- Forecasts. 2. Elitism in Librarianship" (LJ), 1980
Library of Congress
  Cataloging Priorities 2 and 3, 1990-91
  Correspondence (2 folders), 1977-79
  1986, 1989-91, 1993-94 (including LC Subject subdivision position papers)
Margaret Mann Citation, 1981-82
Minnesota Cultural Diversity Center (MCDC),
  "Chronology of World Cultural Events" Calendars and Newsletters, 1994-95
Persian Gulf War, Correspondence and literature, 1990-91
Prejudices and Antipathies: A Tract on the LC Subject Heads Concerning People, 1971
"Reference, Readers and Fiction: New Approaches" (Reference Services in the 1980's), 1982
South African Book Embargo Controversy, 1989-93
Subject Cataloging: Critiques and Innovations, 1984
"Subject Headings Employed at the Makerere Institute of Social Research Library: A Select List," June 1972
Technicalities articles, 1980-86
"Tips on Cataloging and Classification for Library Users: A Generic Handout" (The Public Image 3:1), October 1990
Worth Noting: Editorials, Letters, Essays, an Interview and Bibliography, 1988

Box 19:

Alternative Cataloging in Publication Data (4 folders), 1978-84, 1986-97
Alternative Library Literature T-Shirt, 1997
American Library Association, Poor People's Services Policy, 1990-96
Berman/Danky Lecture, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, April 17, 1997, (2 folders), 1997
Cataloging Consumer's Network, Petitions, 1995-96
Correspondence
  Dewey Decimal Mis-Classification, Library of Congress CIP Records (2 folders), 1994-97
  Dewey Decimal Reclassification, Hennepin County Library, 1973-95
General (5 folders), 1995-97
Homelessness/Poverty/Minimum Wage, 1989-97

Box 20:

Subject Cataloging (2 folders), 1979-87, 1990-95
Subject Headings, Hennepin County Library (2 folders), 1988, 1995-97
Counterpoise Correspondence (2 folders), 2000
Hennepin County Library
  Authority File, 1977, 1982-85, 1990
  Book Selection/Censorship, Death Scenes, 1996
  Catalog, 1990-97
  Catalog Records, ca. 1995-96
  Cataloging Policies Relating to AACR2, 1979
  Cataloging Section, Annual Reports, 1975-97
  Cataloging Section, Monthly Reports (7 folders), 1973-89
  Cataloging Section, Quarterly Reports, 1990-97
  Cataloging Study: Preliminary Report, October 1988
  First Amendment Workshop, 1996
  HCL Catalog, Staff Tutorial, CD-ROM
  Head Cataloger, Staff Concerns, 1977-81, 1983-88, 1994-95

Box 21:

Independent Booksellers/Mega Bookstores, 1994, 1996-97
Library of Congress Height Shelving, 1999-2000
McFarland & Company Publishers Correspondence, 2000
National Health Care, 1991-92
Photographs of Sanford Berman
Poverty Subject Headings, 2000
Prejudices and Antipathies, 1971
Robert B. Downs Intellectual Freedom Award, 1996-97
Social Responsibilities Round Table, 1995-97
  Task Force on Hunger, Homelessness, and Poverty, 1987-91
Speaking Engagements (4 folders), 1994-96
Welfare Reform, Homeless, and Libraries, 1991-95

Box 22:

ALA Council - Election, 1998
   Midwinter Meeting, 1999
ALA Executive Director Salary Cap Discussion, 1997
Acknowledgements of and References to Sanford Berman, 1998
   Photographs - Los Angeles Trip, 1995
African Liberation Movements, 1972
   Directory, 1972
Alternative Cataloging in Publication (2 folders), 1997-99
Alternative Library Literature (3 folders), 1994-97
Alternative Press, 1995-98
Annual Conference, New Orleans, personalized souvenir program, 1998
"Bat of Minerva" TV Program - Twin Cities Regional Channel 6 - vhs tape, July 16 and August 13, 1999
"Conference Call" Interview and Responses, 1997-98
Conservation and Preservation of Library Materials, 1984
"Consumer Beware," 1982-86
Cornog, Martha and Tim Pepper, correspondence, 1998
Correspondence, General (5 folders), 1982-88, 1997-99
   on "Native American," 1998
Disney/Haiti Protest, 1995-98
Diversity Report, HCL, with correspondence, 1994-98
Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Sanford Berman But Were Afraid to Ask Reviews, 1995-96
"Fly Cheap!" Cataloging-in-Publication Correspondence and Copy of Book, 2000
Food Drive, 1994-98

Box 23:

"Getting Sex in the Library," 1998
"Good Luck Folks! Finding Material About 'Those People' (and Their Concerns) in Library Catalogs" - Speech to ALA and SLA chapters, University of Southern Florida, Nov. 20, 1999
HCL Cataloging Bulletin, 1986-93
"The Heroes Who do Good, But Don't Rise to Stardom," 1998
"Holocaust" - Linguistic Usage, 1993-97
I-net, 1997-98
"Information for Social Change," v.8, 1998
The Joy of Cataloging, 1981
Juvenile Fine Issue, 1996-97
LC Correspondence, 1998
Leadership Capabilities, 1998-99
Letters to the Editor, 1997-98
Library Service to the Economically Disadvantaged, 1995-98
Lieberman Criticism, 9/1/00
Lookism, 1994-98
Margaret Mann Citation Certificate, 1981
McFarland Correspondence, 1995-98
Mediamobiles: Views from the Road, 1979
Minnesota Library Association - Conferences, 1995, 1996
  Handouts, bylaws, policies, procedures, 1997
  Librarian of the Year - Certificate, 1977
  Reception Guest Book, 1977
MSRRT - "Beyond the Valley of the Mega-Publisher: Dangerous Reviews," 1997
New Subject Headings, 1997-98
  of interest to Women, 1991-92
Novelist Project, 1994-98
OCLC Discussion, 1998-99
On Equal Terms: A Thesaurus of Nonsexist Indexing and Cataloging, 1977

Box 24:

Passport and Photograph, 1967
Poor People Policy (2 folders), 1990-99
San Jose State University - ALA Chapter Event, vhs videotape, Oct. 26, 1999
Social Responsibility Roundtable (2 folders), 1998-99
  Action Council, 1997
  correspondence regarding Mumia (Abu-Jamal), 1999
  Midwinter Meeting, 1999
"Spanish Guinea: An Annotated Bibliography" (2 volumes), Berman dissertation, 1961
"Subject Heading Employed at the Markere Institute of Social Research Library: A Selected List", 1972
Sympathy Cards, 1998
"Talking the Talk and Walking the Walk," 1996-97
Los Territorios espanoles de Africa, 1964
"Thank You" notes for philanthropy, 1996-98
UFAHUMA, 1972
Using AACR2: A Diagrammatic Approach, 1981
Worth Noting, 1988

Box 25:

Employment dispute with Hennepin County Library
  Reprimand/Appeal/Protest (5 folders), 1999
  Reassignment/Resignation
    Hennepin County Library, 1999-2000
    ALA, 1999
    Minnesota Library Association, 1999
  General correspondence and press clippings (3 folders), 1999

Box 26:

  Press Reports and related correspondence, 1999-2000
  Kiss My Filing Indicators
    City Pages
    Librarians at Liberty
  Various
  Retirement Party, correspondence (2 folders), 1999
  Photographs of Retirement Party (Edina, MN) and farewell dinner (New Orleans, LA), 1999
  OCLC Newsletter, 1999-2000

Box 27:

  Sandy Berman Award for Social Responsibility in Library Services (AFSCME Locals 2864 and
    (2822), 1999
  Correspondence, general, 1999-2000
  Gale Group/Ethnic Materials and Information Exchange Roundtable Multicultural Award, 2000
  Hennepin County Library Bestseller Express service (fee for services), 1998-99
  Non-Roman access points for AACR2, 2000
  Open stacks policy/new facility for Minneapolis Public Library, 1999-2000
  Political activism, correspondence and press clippings
    Mary Rosenthal campaign for Congress, 2000
    Prayer as medicine, 2000
    Capt. Rockwood/Haiti, 1999
    General, 1999-2000
  Sex-related websites and public libraries, press clippings, 2000
  San Francisco Public Library, 1999-2000
  Everything You Always Wanted to Know about Sandy Berman but Were Afraid to Ask, eds.
  Chris Dodge and Jan DeSirey. “Inscribed at Ralph and Kacoo’s, New Orleans, Louisiana,
June 27, 1999.”
Byron Anderson Promotion Recommendation, 2000
“A lonely dissent,” letter to The American Jewish World, 2000
(Berman protest against Senator Joe Lieberman’s discrimination against nonbelievers
(Berman’s Alternative Cataloging-in-Publication Data)
Still Doing It: Women and Men Over 60 Write About Their Sexuality, 2000
(Berman’s Alternative Cataloging-in-Publication Data)
P. Danky, editors

Box 28:
Videotape, Sandy Berman on “‘Inside’ Censorship,” Asheville/Charlotte, North Carolina,
March 20, 2000
Videotape, Sandy Berman on “Atheists Talk,” a program of the Minnesota Atheists,
Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota, June 19, 2000

Box 29:
Alternative Cataloging, 1976-1996
Alternative Library Literature, Talk by Berman and Jim Danky, Madison, 23rd April 2001
Anti-Poverty, Classism, Economic Barriers to Library Access, May-July 2000
Art in Jeopardy: An Exhibition curated by Jeannie Kamins, 1988
“Biblio-Stalinism” – Bibliocide: Removal of Berman Books from Hennepin County Library,
2000
Black Antisemitism/Melanism, Berry Mehler, 1994
Booklegger’s Guide to passionate perils of publication, 1978
Correspondence with Hennepin County Library 2000-2001
Correspondence with Library of Congress related to Subject Headings and Alternative
Newspapers, 2000
Good Luck Folks! Finding Materials about ‘Those People’ (and their Concerns) in Library
Catalogs, Nov. 1999
Hispanic American Periodicals and Newspapers, Minnesota Publishers and Producers,
Homelessness and Poor, 2000
Election Campaign 2000
American Friends Service Committee
ALA/SRRT “Poor People’s Policy”
Indonesia – Children Literature, 1991-1992
Japan Travel Diary, July 28-Aug 14 1988
Middle East – Search for Peace and Justice and Anti-Arabism, 2000-2001
Music, Film, and Poetry, 1966, 2000
NYLA/RLSP Round Table “Your Invisible Community” 3rd Nov. 2000 with example material
Personal Correspondence, 2000-2001
Romani-Jewish Alliance, Sept.- Nov. 1992
Sandy Berman Award, June-July 2001
Seale, Doris, Recipient of ALA Equality Ward, support by Berman, 2001
Support for Political Causes and Library Services, 2000-2001

Box 30:

ALA Conference, Chicago, 2000 (includes 2 photographs)
Bahr, Robert. ‘The Gospel of Jason Lamm’ and relevant correspondence, 2002 (2 folders)
‘Berman, Sanford,’ Google Search, 2002
Berman, Sanford, ‘Inside Censorship’ (Progressive Librarian, Issue18, Summer 2001), related materials, drafts, and correspondence, 2001 (2 folders)
Biographical Entry, for ‘The Writers Directory’, 2001
Class papers on Berman, 2001-2002
Correspondence, 1999-2002
Alternatives in Publication (AIP) Task Force, 2002-2002 (3 folders)
Kagan, Al, 2002
Maggio, Rosalie, 1999-2002
Roemer, Gracia, 2000-2002
Sonneman, Toby, 2002 re Alberta Vista Show, 2002
Whitehead, Fred, 2000-2002
re Getting Libraries the Credit they Deserve, 2002
re Lubetzky Nomination, 2001
re MSRRT, 2000
re Wellstone, Paul, 2002
Correspondence, miscellaneous, 2001-2002
Distance Education Cataloguing: class material including ‘Berman’s Bag: Why catalog?, an article from ‘The Unabashed Librarian, no. 116, 2000, p. 1
Free Speech Rights to Library Staff: Committee on Professional Ethics: correspondence with Berman, 2000-2001
Freedman, Mitch, Elections, 2001
Gondwanaland, cartoon series (one character is based on S. Berman) and related correspondence, Aug/Sept. 2002
Green Party USA: Berman article, ‘Don’t Blame the Greens,’ correspondence, and flyers from Minnesota and Illinois, 2001
Hennepin County Library: issues, problems, subject headings, correspondence, publications, Petition in Support of Sanford Berman (re forced resignation/retirement), 2001-2002
Humanist Association, Berman’s presentation on Libraries and Censorship, 1999
Jewish opposition to US and Israel policies vis-a-vis Palestinians, 2001-2002
Lee, Earl, “Poems” and related correspondence, 2002
Librarians at Liberty, 1998-2001
LIS News.com, 2002
Materials on various library issues, 2001-2002

Box 31

‘Media in Review: Propaganda’, (with S. Berman, a video), 2001
Miller, Chuck: ‘Crossing the Kattegat’ with an endorsement by Berman, 2001
Minnesota Alliance of Peacemakers, 2001
Opinion pieces/letters, published and unpublished re Hennepin County Library, environmental pollution, Minnesota ‘state photograph’ etc., 2001-2002
Photos of Sandy Berman taken by Mitch Freedman, 2002
Publication list, OCLC first search, July 2002
Sanford Berman Award, 2002
Sanford Berman Website, 2002
Secular Nation, 2002
Simmons College, Berman’s presentation, related materials, and correspondence, 2000
Social Activism re: e.g., boy scouts, ‘Too Much’ tax rebate, hate crime report, global women’s strike, Thomas Paine Foundation, 2001-2002
Speeking engagements and classes, 2000-2002
‘Subject Access to Films and Videos’ by Sheila S. Intner and William E. Studwell, 1992
Subject heading/Library of Congress: ‘mountaintop removal mining’, 2002
Subject headings, suggested for 9/11/ events, October 6th 2001
Punk Planet, 2002
Trade rally in Cloquet, Min., 2002
University of Washington, ALISS presentation by Berman (videos to be forthcoming), April
2002
University of North Carolina, Greensboro (NUCG). Berman’s presentation on “Inside Censorship,” March 2000, related materials and correspondence
Unreal! Hennepin Country Library Subject Headings for Fictional Characters and Places, (publication), 1991
West Virginia Library Association Conference and related materials, includes photographs, 2000
‘Wild in the Stacks,’ Utne Reader article about Berman, Jul/Aug. 2002
Anti-War articles, 2001-03
   Afghanistan, 2001-02
   Iraq, 2002-03
Articles, 2001-03
   Homelessness, 2001-02
   Poverty, 2002-03
Berman Interview in Alki Magazine regarding intellectual freedom (includes cassette), 2002-03
Church and State controversy, 2003
Copyright issues, 2003
Correspondence and Papers, 2000-03
   Blake, Fay, 2001-03
   Carney, Stephen, 2001
   Harmon, Charles, 2000
   Hennepin County Library, 2001-03
   Malnati, Karen Venturella, 2001-03
   Miscellaneous, 2002-03
   Samek, Toni, 2000-01
   Stevens, Norman, 2001-02
   Stewart, Sean (includes several issues of the ‘zine Thoughtworm), 2001-02
Creationism and Evolution issues, 2002
Discarding books, 2002
Graphic and Comic Art, 2002-03
Humanist View VHS featuring Sanford Berman, 2003
Intellectual Freedom Manual, correspondence and articles regarding, 2002

Box 32

Intellectual Freedom and Social Responsibility (dissertation) by Toni Samek, 1998
“Intelligent Design” as a subject heading, 2002-03
Minnesota at Work TV program clip featuring Sandy Berman regarding affordable health care (VHS), plus related material
Minnesota Jews for a Just Peace, 2001
Minneapolis Public Library Budget Cuts, July, 2003
OLA/WLA Joint Conference, Portland, Oregon, April, 2002
Proposed Amendment to the Library Bill of Rights (Intellectual Freedom), 1999
Sandy Berman Award Recipients, 2002-03
Sexuality in Literature, 2001-03
“Silencing Sandy: The Censoring of Libraries’ Foremost Activist” by Naomi Eichenlaub,
published in Revolting Librarians Redux: Radical Librarians Speak Out, 2003
Violence Against the Homeless, 2003
Adult Correctional Facility–Periodical Subscriptions, 2001-02
Alternative Publishers of Books in North America (APBNA), 2002-03
Banned Books Week, 2002
Book Reviews, 2000-01
Counterpoise Magazine, correspondence regarding, 2001-02
Counterpoise Magazine–reviewers, 1999-2000
Greensboro Public Library, 2000
Hennepin County Library–Catalog
   March, 2002 (2 folders)
   April-May, 2002
   June-December, 2002
   2003
Hennepin County Library–Recommendations and Suggestions, 2002-03
"Must 'The Poor' Always Be Among Us?" article by Berman, published in The
"No More Shushing" article by Berman, published in The U*N*A*B*A*S*H*E*D Librarian,
2001
"Not in My Library" article by Berman, published in The U*N*A*B*A*S*H*E*D Librarian,
2002
"The Top Censored Library Stories of 1998/2000" article by Berman, published in The
The U*N*A*B*A*S*H*E*D Librarian, new editor (Maurice J. Freedman), 2000
Weeding and discarding books, 2003
Activism Issues, 2003
Discarded, article by Andrew Beccone, 2003
Elizabeth Stone Lecture, 2003
Revolting Librarians Redux: Radical Librarians Speak Out, chapters of a book by Katia Roberto
and Jessamyn West, 2003
Spanish Subject Headings: Their Vital Role in Materials Access, article by Rachel
Schneiderman, 2003

Box 33:
Correspondence, 2000-2004
   Ken Avidor, 2003-2004
   Bottom Line Correspondence, 2003-04
   James V. Carmichael, Jr., 2002-2004
Cuban Librarians Correspondence, 2004
Jenna Friedman, 2001-2004
Geoffrey Harder, 2001, 2003
Bruce Jensen, 2001-2004 (3 folders)
Pat Lawton/UIUC Cataloging Class, 2003-2004
Rory Litwin, Correspondence, 2002-2004
Laquita McDonald Correspondence, 2004 (Photos)
Lynn Miller-Lachmann, 2003
Donny Smith, 2004
Pat Spann Correspondence, 2000-04
Sean Stewart, 2001-2004
General Correspondence, 2002-04 (2 folders)
General Correspondence, 2003-2004
General Correspondence and Citations, 2002-04

Letters to the Editor: Minneapolis Star Tribune, 2004

Letters to the Editor: General, 2004

ALA Honorary Membership, 2004 (includes VHS tape)

ALA/Orlando/American Libraries, 2004


Darfur, Sudan, 2004

Green Party of Minnesota, 2004

Hennepin County Library, 2003-2004

“Humanist News and Views,” 2004 (includes “Getting to Know You” article by Berman)

“Humanist Views” Video, 2004-2003 (correspondence and reviews only, not the VHS tape)

New England Library Association (NELA), 2003

Radical Librarians, 2004

Romani-Jewish Alliance / Toby Sonneman / Ian Hancock, 1986-1996

Website (www.sanfordberman.org), 2004

Website, Disk Copy, 2004

Website Development 2001-03

Box 34:

AACR3, 2005

Alternative Library Literature, Correspondence and Reviews, 2000-03

American Libraries, Reader Forum, 2003

Berman, Sanford 2004-05

Biography and Citations, 2005

Donation (Emergency Foodshelf Network), 2004

Website, 2005

Cataloging Pornography, 2002-05

Censorship/Pornography/Open Letter to Feedback, 2004
Chaffee, James 2000, 2003-05
The Original Library Movement Correspondence, 2003-05
Save Our Libraries /Proposition A, 2000
Councilman Michael Nutter and Philadelphia free Library, 2005
Counterpoise, 2004
Art
Correspondence, 2003-04
Periodicals, 2003-04
Publications, 1993-2003
Dodge, Chris 2004-05
Articles, 2004-05
Public Lectures, 2005
Gehner, John
SRRT Poverty Task Force, 2003-05
Muvfugga Interview with P.S. Mueller, 2003
Iraq/ Congressman Coleman, Dayton, and Sabo, 2003
General Correspondence, 2003-03
Hennepin County Library, 2004-05
International Library Workers day, 2004 (Includes Button)
Labor Review, 2005
Libraries and the Patriot Act: A Public conference, 2005
Miscegenation, 2005
One Voice and SRRT, 2002-04
Massey, Jimmy 2005
Peattie, Noel 2004-05
Periodicals/Newspapers, 2004
Poetry
Robert Hauptman/Journal of Information Ethics, 1999-2005
Roberto, Katia 2003
Sandford Berman and Library of Congress Subject Headings by
Schatz, Bernie Sex First thing in the Mourning and The Last thing in the Evening, 2005
Twin Cities Transit Workers Strike, 2004
University of Illinois Library Science Archives, 2005
U.S.A Patriot Act, Correspondence and Citations, 2003
U.S.A Patriot Act, 2005
Warfield, Peter 1999, 2001-05
Financial Issues& SFPL (San Francisco Public Library), 2001-05
San Francisco Public Library/ Fines and Fees, 2001
San Francisco Public Library/RFID, 1999, 2004-05
Workplace Speech, 2005
Zimmerman For Justice, 2005
Zoia Horn, 2005

Box 35:

Activist Librarians, 2005
ALA Poor People's Policy, 2004-05
Army Reserve Papers, 1956-63
Atheists for Human Rights, Sandy Berman, Everyone's Favorite Librarian, 2005
Barbarians at the Gates of the Public Library, 2004
Berman Family Photos (Middle Age)
Bruce Jensen Correspondence, 2005
Cataloging Institute at the Hyatt San Francisco Embaseadero (photos)
Charitable Donations, 2005
Compassion and choices of MN, 2005
Correspondence/Articles regarding Library problems and the ALA, 2005
Correspondence regarding current publications of note, 2004-05
Correspondence with Government officials regarding legislation, 2004-05
Counterpoise: A Special Issue devoted to Everyone's Favorite Librarian, 2004
Donny Smith, 2004-05 [4 Folders]
  Correspondence
  Dwan
  Dwan/Library Journal, 2005
  Library Urinal, Issue One, 2004
  Early Childhood Photos & Elderly Mother, 1932-47, 1968
Editor's notes in counterpoise, 2004
Elderly Sanford Berman 8x10 Photo
Fay M. Blake Correspondence, 2005
Fred Whitehead Correspondence, 2005
Gail Dorfman Correspondence, 2005
Homeless/Poverty Materials, 1994-2005
James Chafee Correspondence, 2005
James V. Carmichael Jr., 2005
Jean E. Coleman Library Outreach Lecture, 2005
John Genghis Correspondence, 2005
Kasey Eng Correspondence, 2004
Kathleen De La Pena Correspondence, 2005
Ken Avidor, 2002-03
Kristen Hoyer Correspondence, 2005
Librarians Challenge Stereotypes, Make Activism Part of the Job, 2005
Library of Congress Correspondence, 2002-05
Library of Congress Subject Headings by Steven Knowlton, 2004-05
Madison Zinefest/Alycia Selle, 2005  
Rosalie Maggio, 2005-06  
Mark Nowak, Shut up Shut Down, 2005  
Megan Eberhardt, 2005  
Ram s Horn/Brewster Kneen, 2005  
Rochelle Hartman Correspondence, 2005  
Reference and user services Quarterly, If I Ask, Will They Answer? by Ann Carry, 2005  
Sally Driscoel, 2004  
Sara Vigneri Correspondence, 2006  
Schiller Years, 2005  
Smart Samantha, 2005  
The Are You A Librarian Test, 2006  
Visualization Project, 2005  
Wikipedia Sanford Berman, 2005

Journals/Articles/Books of Interest (Authored by, Index compiled by, or reference to/cite Sanford Berman)

Blanc, Esther Silverstein, *Wars I Have Seen*, 1992  
______, *First Person Sexual*, 1996  
______, *Good Vibrations*, 2000  
Queen, Carol and Jack Davis, *Sex Spoken Here*, 1998  
Semans, Anne and Cathy Winks, *Sex Toy Tales*, 1998  
Peattie, Noel, *A Passage for Dissent* (forward by Sanford Berman), 1989

Box 36:

Journals/Articles/Books of Interest (Authored by, Index compiled by, or reference to/cite Sanford Berman)

Keller, Dean H., *Libraries in the 80s*, 1985
Mille, Richard., *The Don Juan Papers*, 1980
Weinberg, Bella Hass., *Cataloging Heresy*, 1992

Box 37:

Journals/Articles/Books of Interest (Authored by, Index compiled by, or reference to/cite Sanford Berman)

- Gapen, Kaye and Bonnie Juergens, *Closing the Catalog*, 1980
- Kohl, David F., *Cataloging and Catalogs* (Forward By Sanford Berman), 1986
- Shuman, Bruce, A. *The River Bend Casebook*, 1981
- *Sources*, Fall 1997, Vol. 1, No. 3
- *Sources*, Fall 1997, Vol. 2, No. 3
- *Sources*, Fall 1997, Vol. 3, No. 3
- *Sources*, Fall 1997, Vol. 4, No. 3
- *Sources*, Fall 1997, Vol. 5, No. 3
- *Ugandan Libraries*, Vol 1, No 1, September 1972

Box 38:

Journals/Articles/Books of Interest (Authored by, Index compiled by, or reference to/cite Sanford Berman)

- *Alternatives In Print*, 1977-78
- *Alternatives In Print*, 1979
- *Archives of Library Research from the Molesworth Institute* (inscription to Berman),
1985

*North Dakota Quarterly*, Fall 1991 (Things are Seldom What They Seem by Stanford Berman)

*Dewey Decimal Classification Edition 19*, 1979 (annotated by Berman at Hennepin County Library, 1980s)

Berman, Sanford. *Not in My Library*, 2013

Aircraft Mechanics Fraternal Association (AMFA)/Northwest Airlines (NWA) Strike, 2005

*Counterpoise* (Vol. 10, No. ½): Diversity Matters? Rethinking Diversity in Libraries, 2006 (Berman is cited)

Film Nutz Movie Picks by Steve Fesenmaier, May 2006 (film suggestions by Berman)

Correspondence, 2004-2006
After Innocence Film, 2006
Akram, Ayesha, 2006
Allen, Teague, 2006
Aman, Reinhold / Maledicta, 2005-06
Bahr, Robert, 2006
re. Blair Mountain, 2006
Carmichael, James V., Jr., 2006
D Angelo, Ed, 2006
Dodge, Chris, 2006
Douglas, Madeline, 2005-06
Edson, Kim, 2006
re. ethnic terminology, 2006
Freedman, Jenna, 2005-06
Gehner, John / SRRT Hunger, Homelessness, and Poverty Task Force,

2005-07 [2 folders]
General, 2005-06
Gowen, Pat / Welfare Warriors, 2005-07
Heinrich, Virginia (Minneapolis Community and Technical College), 2007
Jensen, Bruce, 2006
Johnson, Matt, 2006
Levine, Laurence / Kids Can Make a Difference, 2006
Levins, Richard A., 2006
Levins-Morales, Ricardo / Northland Poster Collective, 2005-06
Loewen, James W., 2005
Box 39:

Maggio, Rosalie, 2006-07
McDonnell, Pete, 2006
Ritzel, Ellen (Lindhorst/Schiller College), 2005
Roberts, Don, 2004-06
Roemer, Gracia, 2006
Roszak, Theodore, 2006
Sellie, Alycia, 2006
Sexton, Ronald, 2006
Spann, Pat, 2005
Stevens, Norman / Molesworth Institute, 2006
Tinglum, Trina, 2006
Whitehead, Fred, 2004-06
Williams, Lesley, 2006

Correspondence / Articles, 2005-06
  re. Hennepin County Public Library Catalogue, 2005-06
  Library of Congress / Barbara Tillett, 2005-06 [4 folders]

Correspondence / Newspaper Clippings, 2006
  re. cluster bombs, 2006
  re. minimum wage, 2006

New Orleans Public Library, Book Donations, 2006
Wikipedia, Sanford Berman entry, 2006
Personal Correspondence with Inese Johnson, 1994
Catalog on Transgendered Persons and Erotica, 1997, 2007
The Tretter Collection, Correspondence, Brochure, Publications, and Newsletters, 2003, 2005-07
  The Tretter Collection (University of Minnesota), Correspondence, Reports, Minutes, Brochure, 2002-04
SRRT Newsletter, 2005
The Tretter Collection (University of Minnesota) including ALMS Conference Plans, 2005
Correspondence–ALA/Steve Marquadt/Independent Libraries of Cuba, 2005-07 (2 folders)
  Libraries and Archives, 2005-07
Library Users Association–Correspondence with Peter Warfielded and James Chafee, 2005-07
Kathleen Blum Correspondence, 2006
GLBT ALMS Conference, 2006
“Making Connections”–Wisconsin Library Association Annual Conference, 2006
Published and Unpublished Letters to the Editor, 2006
Cataloging Policy and Support Office (Arab Issues), 2006-07
Correspondence with James Danky
Journals, Articles, Books of Interest, 2006-07
LCSH–Recommended change and documentation, 2006-07
Political Activism–Edina, Minnesota, 2006-07
The Tretter Collection (University of Minnesota), 2006-07
ALA Honorary Membership (Support for Anita Schiller), 2007
Berman Award for Social Responsibility in Library Services, 2007
Center for Holocaust and Genocide Studies, 2007
Correspondence, 2007
Correspondence, Publications Related to Homelessness, Hennepin Public Library, 2007
Draft Packet about Cuba Prepared by Steve Marquadt, 2007

Box 40:

Features on Sandy Berman by Steve Fesenmaier, 2007
I-Progressive Library Skillshare, 2007
Mizna A Forum of Arab American Art, 2007
Northland Poster Collective, 2007
Notes About Sandy Berman, 2007
Personal Correspondence, 2007
Photograph, 2007
Political Activism, Correspondence and Clippings, 2007
Political Activism–Darfur, 2007
– Homelessness, 2007
Publications and Bibliography, 2007
St. Katherine’s Progressive Librarian Guild Talk, 2007
The Unabashed Librarian #138-140 with Berman Notes, 2006
# 135-137 with Berman Notes, 2005
# 128-129 with Berman Notes, 2003
# 130-133 with Berman Notes, 2004
UCLA Information Studies Colloquium (Sandy Berman Talk), 2006-07
Women and Language, Publication, 2007
Affordable Housing Program, 2004-05
Publications, 2006-07
Berman’s Bag Column includes Adult Video News Publication, 2007
Correspondence, 2007
Correspondence on Subject Holdings includes publications, 2007
Library of Congress Subject Heading Recommendations, 2007
SRRT Poverty Task Force, 2007
Letters to Newspapers and Blog Posts about Berman, 2007
Library of Congress including B. Tillets’s Interview, 2006-08
Sandy Berman Appreciation Month, August 2008
Personal Correspondence:
   August, 2008 (4 folders)
   September 2008 (3 folders)
   October 2008 (1 folder)
   November 2008 (1 folder)
Belvedere Montessori Children’s Drawings
Radical Cataloging, 2006-2007

Box 41:

Letters to President Barak Obama, 2009-11
Sanford (Lorraine) Berman Memorial Scholarship
Correspondence:
   US Congressmen and Government Officials, 2010
   US House of Representatives Members, 2010
   Congressman Erik Paulsen, 2009-2010
   Personal, 2010
   Personal, 2009-2010
MARC Display (Library of Congress Authorities) Printouts, 2010
Reiner Steltzer Master’s Thesis on S. Berman, Innsbruck, 2010
Radiology Results, 2008
Retirement Cards
Copy of Library Journal Article by Berman and Personal Note of Co-worker, 1974
Samples of Berman’s Cataloging, Flier, Photo, Memos, Paper, 1974, 2982, 1988
Award to Berman from AFSME Locals 2822, 2864, June 12, 1999
Christopher Dodge Job Letter, 1982
Strike Poster with Signatures
Catalog Cards Examples of Berman’s Work with Subject Headings (2 envelopes)
Photos (unidentified)
Film Print Negative “Frontier and Pioneer Life,” 1993
ALA Darfur Resolution, 2006-2008
Berman, Samuel (father) and Dorothy (mother), 1943-96
Citations of Sanford Berman, 2007-2009
Correspondence
   Personal, 2007-2009
   Personal, 2010-11
   Political, 2006-11
   Professional, 2007-2011
   Thank you letters, 2008-11
Correspondence, 2011-2012 [two folders]

Box 42:
Cuba: Censorship, Independent Libraries, Steve Marquardt (two folders), 2003-2009
Hennepin County Library Catalog/Authority File, 2007-10
Lorraine O. Berman Memorial Scholarship Fund, 1998-2009
Photographs-family, 1927-76
Royalty Statements, 2010
*Unabashed Librarian* column, 2009-11 [three folders]
Counterpoise/Charles Willett, 2009-11
San Francisco Public Chronicle - James Chaffee and Peter Warfield, 2007-11
Tretter Collection, University of Minnesota LGBT Collection, 2007-10
Articles, 2012, 2013
Correspondence
   Library of Congress, 2008-2010
   Personal, 2012-2013
   Professional, 2012-2013
   U.S. House of Representatives and Senate
      2011
      2012-2013
Contributions, 2011, 2012
Earl Lee, correspondence and “From the Bodies of the Gods” publication proof, 2012
Papercut Zine Library article: “Sanford Berman: father of radical cataloging” by Elizabeth, 2012
Alycia Sellie, correspondence and prepublication chapter from “Meta-Radicalism: The Alternative Press by and for Activist Librarians,” 2012
Jeannet C. Smith, correspondence and “Laughing Librarian” publisher proof, 2009, 2012
*Unabashed Librarian*, 2012-2013
“Prejudices and Antipathies: A Tract on the LC Subject Heads Concerning People,” edited by Sanford Berman, 1993

**Box 43:**
Correspondence
   80th Birthday and Tributes, 2013
   Personal, 2013-14
   Political and Library Advocacy 2013-14
   About Bradley Manning, 2011-13
   Personal, (2 folders), 2014
   Personal, (2 folders), 2015
Not in My Library! "Berman's Bag" Columns from The Unabashed Librarian, 2001-2013
   Corrected Proof Pages (incomplete) for May 6, 2013
   Corrected Proof Pages for June 19, 2013
   Maurice “Mitch” Freedman foreword draft and correspondence with editor, 2013
   Promotional Pin, c. 2013
   Reviews, Correspondence, and Index draft, 2013-14
“Berman’s Bag”: Unabashed Librarian, Numbers 167 to 176, 2013-15
Eugene Debs and Mother Jones Postage Stamp Campaign, (2 folders), 2005-12
City of Edina, Minnesota, City Council “Redskins” Resolution, 2014-15

Correspondence, (3 folders), 2016

Personal Correspondence, November to December 2016

James Chaffee and Peter Warfield, 2013-16
Unabashed Librarian #177-180, 2015-16
Box 44 is Full